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F MUSIC 2G0
Those ever-resourceful folks at Chord are at it yet again.The £995 2go 

is a streamer/server. Described as “revolutionary”, it basically does 
for the established Hugo 2 DAC what the Poly does for the Mojo. With

2go Hugo 2 is transformed into a “fully-featured Wi-Fi (and Ethernet) enabled 
network music player/streamer”. Read more in this issue's review.

Built using “highly-advanced miniaturised electronic engineering”, the 2go features 
high-resolution streaming capability, a pair of SD card-slots (each accepting media of up to 2TB 

in capacity, for music storage and playback), a DLNA-compliant server with MPD player functionality, 
support for gapless audio/DoP/Bit Perfect and the ability to be powered by internal rechargeable batteries
thereby “removing the potentially degrading influence of AC mains noise and artefacts”. Among the 
technologies and services catered for by Chord’s latest are AirPlay, Roon,Tidal, Qobuz and Internet radio 
playback - we’re advised that others, including Spotify, will follow.The 2go, which is built into one of those 
Chord-tradermark machined-aluminium cases, is available from dealers now.

Further details: Chord Electronics, (01622) 721444. www.chordelectronics.co.uk

GIOVANNI NASTA, 1955-2020
It is our sad duty to report that, following a long illness, the hi-fi entrepreneur Giovanni Nasta passed 
away on May 20th aged 65. He owned Unison Research, the iconic Italian firm that helped spearhead the 
valve revival with the Triode 20 integrated amp designed by its co-founder Giovanni Maria Sacchetti. In the 
late 1980s Nasta himself founded a company, Opera Loudspeakers, that was to operate from the same 
premises - in the northern Italian town of Treviso - as Unison. His firm’s products, initially named after 
legendary operatic figures like Caruso, aimed to fuse traditional Italian cabinet-making craftsmanship with 
up-to-date acoustic technology.

Nasta, passionate about his chosen industry, started his hi-fi career as a rep for Wharfedale and 
Hitachi. Selling Wharfedale inspired the young Nasta to manufacture his own speakers; an early prototype, 
built with the help of a local carpenter, was sent to an English colleague for evaluation.That led to a large 
order from Taiwan, which he initially put down as some kind of practical joke! Tellingly, the gentleman who 
placed that order sells Opera loudspeakers to this day.

Originally from Corbara, a town near Salerno, Nasta relocated to Treviso.There he raised a family, 
while building up his brands. Our condolences to his family - he will be much-missed. Ciao, Giovanni.

Further details: www.unisonresearch.com,www.oberaloudsbeakers.com
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UBER RIDE AHEAD?
The “uber-auditionable” Magneplanar LRS (‘Little Ribbon Speaker’) is claimed to be an “easy and affordable” means 
of entering the realm of Magnepan’s flat planar-magnetic loudspeakers. It’s a development of an affordable ‘Maggie’ that 
would tempt customers to subsequently move up the range.

Their cheaper models, Magnepan admits, had “some performance limitations” since they were designed to work 
with relatively-low power amps.The LRS - that, unlike the “appetizers” of old, is available in the UK - takes a different
tack. Magnepan claims that the design of its £995 “two-way full-range quasi-ribbon speaker” is instead more influenced 
by “the upper end of what Maggies can do”. Indeed, the flagship 20.7 and 30.7 models are name checked.The downside 
is that if you want “the real Magnepan sound” from a pair of LRSs, you’ll need a “decent system...and to spend a bit of 
time on set-up”. See more in our forthcoming September 2020 edition review.

Standing four feet tall, the one inch-thick LRS has a 4 Ohm impedance and quoted 86dB sensitivity (500Hz/2.83V). 
Power-handling capabilities aren’t mentioned in the brochure or manual, and so it’s perhaps just as well that fuse
protection is fitted; note however that “burned-out tweeters indicate abuse, and are not covered by the warranty”.

Available in “natural or black solid oak, dark cherry trim with off-white, grey or black fabric”, the LRS is already being 
praised by reviewers for its musicality. But cat-lovers be warned - Magnepan says that our furry friends are not 
unknown to mistake its products for scratching posts. Its solution? “Cat repellent from your local pet shop”...

Further details: Decent Audio (UK distributor), (05602) 054669. www.magnepan.com/www.decentaudio.co.uk
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